
RUN 2237 - TWO BANKERS TAKE INTEREST IN THE STAIRS AT NAREMBURN 

  It was a balmy warm night in May at Naremburn shops. Never had such a 
crowd gathered here before and the locals thought Kevin Rudd was appearing but 
obviously too many people were here for that. 
       The hares WANKER and COPRA researched a great run through the back streets 
of Cammeray and winding bush trails near Northbridge. 
        The pack tested the strength of the pedestrian bridge which had never supported 
so many fit bodies before and it managed to survive the load. 
        On crossing the freeway the runners CINDERS and WITCH’S TIT, took the pack 
in the wrong direction and luckily MAJOR DISASTER and CAPTAIN BLIGH finally got 
us back on track. 
          Down and down we went, which was the first time in a long while for many 
people. 
HANOI BILL, YOUR CHOICE, having just circumnavigated Tasmania and PILKO finally 
found the picturesque trail down to Tunks Park which WRAPPER and KHYBER thought 
resembled the Friday Night Run but surely they were imagining this. 
       After a short game or touch football and chasing some dogs or maybe the dog’s 
owners SPUD and JUNGLE JIM found the giant staircase out of the park, but IRISH  
and PHEASANT PLUCKER complained because the Walk was too short and not enough 
steps. 
       GOONSHOW led LITTLE SHIT, who was torchless through the track around 
PRIMROSE PARK and YAKKITY and JOCK found even some more steps which led us up 
home. 
        MR NEAT discussed his great sailing adventure exploring the South China Sea 
from Broome and BUNNY couldn’t stop talking about his romantic expectations at 
the weekend away in BATHURST. 
        Back at the bucket some locals commented on IRISH’S shorts and thought it was 
a pyjama party for a senior citizens home but PLUNGER assured them it was only a 
fancy dress party. Centrepoint made a quick exit to do some midnight gardening. 
       The Thai meal was very good and even ,take home your own bottle  XXXX and 
GENERAL DE GAULLE and SIMMO could not eat everything on their plate . 
      But the big news item introduced by the three BANGER SISTERS.....which has been 
sold to NEW IDEA for a record amount of  money , was the wonderful romantic Wedding 
Nuptials at Byron Bay of JACK THE RIPPER and his beloved  KATE who loses her hash 
name as she is now a Hashmans wife . 
      ALL THE HASH WISH YOU BOTH ALL THE HAPPINESS IN THE FUTURE  
    PRESIDENT CALICI discussed again the fantastic weekend planned at Bathurst and 
the HARES WANKER and COPRA organised another great Monday Night. 

 
                            ON ON 
      
 


